FCSA Agrees No
Electon Changes

By GRACE FISCHER
Suggested procedures for selecting student representatives on the Student Council and the Activities Committee have been rejected by SFCSA yesterday. Although the procedures were presented to SFCSA unanimously, the Student Faculty Committee on Wednesday, November 5, unanimously rejected the proposal.

Two student members of the committee, Sandra Rosenblum and Neil Grumer, declared that the plan is unacceptable because it overlooks the infeasibility of the plan. It was pointed out that the proposed method of voting would be time consuming and time consuming.

Harry Kahn
President, FCSA

Head of Juilliard
To Initiate Talks Exploring Music

The first of a four part lecture series exploring different aspects of contemporary music will be presented to 12 noon at the Aronow Auditorium.

The first lecture will be given by Professor Samuel Hendel of City College. Dr. Hendel will discuss the influence of Jewish music on Russian music. He will trace the development of Jewish music from the Middle Ages to the present day.

Professor Hendel will also discuss the influence of Russian music on Jewish music. He will trace the development of Russian music from the 18th century to the present day.

The second lecture will be given by Professor Samuel Hendel of City College. Dr. Hendel will discuss the influence of Jewish music on Russian music. He will trace the development of Jewish music from the Middle Ages to the present day.

Professor Hendel will also discuss the influence of Russian music on Jewish music. He will trace the development of Russian music from the 18th century to the present day.

The third lecture will be given by Professor Samuel Hendel of City College. Dr. Hendel will discuss the influence of Jewish music on Russian music. He will trace the development of Jewish music from the Middle Ages to the present day.

Professor Hendel will also discuss the influence of Russian music on Jewish music. He will trace the development of Russian music from the 18th century to the present day.

The fourth lecture will be given by Professor Samuel Hendel of City College. Dr. Hendel will discuss the influence of Jewish music on Russian music. He will trace the development of Jewish music from the Middle Ages to the present day.

Professor Hendel will also discuss the influence of Russian music on Jewish music. He will trace the development of Russian music from the 18th century to the present day.

Teacher Criticizes New York
For Puerto Rican Conditions

By CHRIS HAMLIN

Education of Puerto Rican youth in New York is hampered by the conditions which they find when they arrive in this city, a specialist in education of Puerto Rican youth said at the College yesterday.

Speaking before the Education Society, Mrs. Mildred Garvin, who has been teaching in New York for 20 years, said that there is no defense for what we do to Puerto Rican children.

At present, four of the student members are elected in school-wide balloting, the President of SFCSA, who is in the fifth undergraduate member.

The only opposition against maintaining the same procedures was voiced by Prof. Podell, who described the existing system as "representation by default."
Youthful Creativity

A new opportunity is being offered to aspiring writers presently taking English 1 and 2 courses, the pre-prescribed composition courses. English 1 stresses correctness in grammar, diction, and structure and the aim of English 2 is improvement in organization, force and interest.

Students taking these fundamental courses often have their creative writing talent go unnoticed while students taking advanced English courses walk off with all the honors.

Observation Post, in an effort to give recognition to talented English 2 students will select for publication what it considers "to be the best theme of the month". The outstanding theme of the month will appear in print and we hope will serve very necessary purposes—that of giving well deserved recognition to the young writer and criticize the creative work of their peers.

The first theme will be published in next Tuesday's issue.

All-College Elections

The present system of direct elections on a college-wide basis of students to the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Activities (SFCSA) was reviewed and approved by the Committee yesterday.

The Committee on Composition of the English Department will submit the themes which in its evaluation deserve publication to Observation Post.

The outstanding theme of this month will appear in print and we hope will serve very necessary purposes—that of giving well deserved recognition to the young writer and also of giving students at the College the opportunity to read and criticize the creative work of their peers.

The first theme will be published in next Tuesday's issue.

Expert Typing, Steno and Mimeographing

Translation Services

Classifieds

Wanted in Hades

Auto Insurance

French Tutoring

Observation Post
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SINGER LEATHERCRAFTS
"THE GREENWICH VILLAGE SHOP" ORIGIONAL, HANDMADE BELTS, BAGS, COPPER, STERLING, EBONY AND STONE JEWELRY.
16 E. HUDSON AVE. (near Jerome Ave.) TU 2-2226

Marlerie

The Better the makin', the better the smoke.
You're smoking better when it's Marlboro.

Ralph Marlerie, maestro of the band that's No. 1 with college students and No. 1 with hit records, will be hitting campus campuses again this fall as Marlboro's musical a. bassador of good will. Don't miss Ralph and his Marlboro Men when they visit your campus.

Marlboro

The Best the makin’, the better the smoke.
You're smoking better when it’s Marlboro.
Art Prof. Views Relics
Neapolitan-Diggings

By LENA HABEN

Though "Dig We Must" is a slogan of progress of mod­

ulement in our country, in Italy it could be a slogan

for work on the past, as described by Professor Albert

P. d'Andrea visited Italy

in order to make a survey of archeological interest.

Mr. Jod Radinsky at LOrraine 7-0468

Pupils...

(Continued from Page 1)

actions. Three of her pupils who

wrote with her told what the course

represented.

To keep the pupils active and

thinking, Mrs. Garvin uses pic­

tures of things representing mathe­

matical concepts, history, as well

as English.

"The teacher's job is to keep the

mind activated. The teacher can­

not grip, but must be ready at

all times to stimulate the interest

of the students."

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

Sir, if it hasn’t got it there,

it hasn’t got it!

Old Dr. Sam has done it again—brought

his dictionary up to date in terms of modern

Winston usage.

Winston (win’ston), n. A cigarette with

Filter-Blend on one end "and a wise man

on the other.

Slogan (slo’gan), n. (e.g., Winston

tastes good like a cigarette should). A

statement of disputed grammar but un­

questioned fact.

Boswell (bdz’wcl). Nickname for a

guy who is always hanging around to

cadge Winstons from you.

Boswell (bos’wil). Nickname for a

pug who is always hanging around to
cadge Winstons from you.

TOWN HALL 113 W. 43 St.  
JU 2-4530

Mail orders, Tickets: $3.50; $2.00 Tax incl.
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Harriers Place Third In Met. Meet; Conclude Season With One Victory

By WARREN GREENBERG

The College’s injury-ridden Harriers third place in the CCNY Championships. Co-captain Mel Siegel, who took third place, prevented a sweep by Hunter.

The team scored for the meet were: Hunter, 21, Brooklyn 52, and Queens 85. Since this is the third time Hunter has won the meet, they got permanent possession of the Municipal College Cross-Country Trophy.

As the College counts all multiple meets as a series of dual contests, Wednesday’s activities were considered as two defeats and one victory on the season’s record.

The meet, following a season-long pattern, saw the Harriers hampered by injuries to key runners and by a series of bad breaks that cost the chance of retiring the cup themselves.

The leading Lavender runner John Rhodes, fractured his ankle in a recent meet with Adelphi and will not be able to run in indoor track for more than a month.

Coach Harry deGirolamo got bad breaks but it is not. It is an emphasis on running for the injuries and bad breaks.

The Beavers this year had only one junior and no returning letterman. Next year’s squad will have all of this season’s top men—Brief, Rohde, Siegel, and Weinless—plus Delgado and Thomas, as well as Delgado and Thomas, and Casey, Petillo, Mantrip, and Luster from the freshman squad. Many people forecast that on next year’s team, the Beaver’s seventh and eighth men will be able to break thirty minutes.

With all this, the Lavender victory might be “Wait till next year,” for the consensus that the meets with the College, Brooklyn Always Tough.

Looking back at this past season, ” said Coach deGirolamo, “we did as well as could be expected considering the breaks we had.”

“Looking back at this past season,” began Coach Harry deGirolamo, “we did as well as could be expected considering the breaks we had.”

“This season, the Lavender runners have his pick of last year’s top men. They have his pick of last year’s top men. The Lavender track team, even though it has lost Stan Dawkins, George Best, and Ralph Taylor, should be the class of the Collegiate Track Conference (CTC) this season. There will be a host of returning lettermen and Coach deGirolamo will have his pick of last year’s undefeated freshman team.

Although the Beaver’s season is officially over, some of the Harriers will compete in the CTC Cross-country Championships tomorrow. Among those slated to run are Mel Siegel and Dennis Clark.

WHY NOT HEAD FOR THE TOP?

That’s New York-America’s biggest, most interesting city, and Con Edison supplies the vital electric, gas and steam services that keep it moving.

To stay ahead of New York’s needs, we’re spending almost four million dollars a week on expansion—a billion dollars in the next five years.

That’s why every department in the company—technical and non-technical—requires creative, ambitious young men. Our program for college graduates provides major assignments immediately. And the near future offers a real and substantial goal: 750 of our 791 top management positions will fall vacant in the next fifteen years, mainly through retirement. The men who join us now can look forward to filling these jobs.

If good starting salary, opportunity for personal accomplishment and a clear road to rapid advancement attract you, write for our booklet “Con Edison—The Right Place to Build Your Future” or visit our New York office and get acquainted.

Con Edison of New York

Placement Bureau, Main Floor—4 Irving Place, New York 3, N.Y.